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While many people associate iPhone and iPod with apps, music, and movies, these devices are equally useful for listening to audiobooks. Below are our picks for the best places to get free audiobooks for your iPhone. There are many other free audiobook sites you can see if you don't find something interesting on these sites. Archive.org is a giant collection of all types of free media. Aside from its 18,000
free audiobooks are e-books, software, movies, images, old web pages, and more. All content on Archive.org is completely free, but it is also usually either public domain or content released by self-published authors. As a result, don't expect to find the biggest names or recent hits, but you'll find an almost inexhaustible stock of great listening. All You Can Books is a subscription service that offers
audiobooks for a monthly fee, but with a twist: it offers a 30-day free subscription period, after which (if you don't cancel) you'll pay $19.99 a month. The trial is identical to the paid edition, so during this free period, you can download unlimited audiobooks on your iPhone for free. It's hard to know which choice of site because you can't view its library of more than 40,000 titles without a subscription, but since
the first month is free, the risk seems low. You can cancel your subscription before the first 30 days. Or, let the payment process and keep getting the books, just not for free. Arguably the most famous provider of downloadable audiobooks, Audible has been going strong since 1997. It's primarily a subscription service - it costs $14.95/month after a 30-day free trial - and offers free audiobooks as part of its
promotions to attract new subscribers. Audible sponsors many popular podcasts and other top shows. It provides free audiobooks through these ads. Be vigilant when listening to these podcasts to get free audiobook offers. Audible has a free mobile app that provides access to your Audible library while on the go. Learn how to download Audible books if you need help. A spin-off from a subscription based
on the music store eMusic, eStories (formerly called eMusic Audiobooks) is a new version of this site's audiobook download business. The selection of audiobooks is reliable and includes the latest eminent titles and authors, as well as lesser-known works. Literature lovers can choose from plans that offer one, two or five audiobook downloads per month. Plans also offer rollover for unused downloads and
support for playback on multiple devices. Subscription runs from $11.99 to $49.99 per month, with discounts applied for full year purchases. This site, which works on offers public domain books in the iPhone audio format that people from all over the world read (and, as a result, offers books in many languages). These iPhone audiobooks are available as 64 kbps or 128 kbps MP3s. Since these books are
only for the public domain, you won't find the latest titles here. However, if you're looking for a wide wide Classic titles, and if you want to listen in different languages, LibriVox is a good bet. Teachers can find Lit2Go to be a good resource for students. This site, which offers hundreds of free audiobooks, divides classical literature into bite-sized pieces that break down a long novel into several separate
downloads for easy appointment and listening. Each selection of audiobooks comes with reading strategies, transcripts, and more that can be used in class or as homework. Loyal Books (formerly called Books Must Be Free) is another site that offers the public domain audiobooks (this includes books by authors who have died, in most cases, at least 75 years ago). Most of its more than 7,000 titles are
taken from the Gutenberg and LibriVox project. Audiobooks here are completely free and can be downloaded either as a podcast or as an MP3. iPhone-compatible audiobooks are available in several languages, including English, Spanish, French, German, Japanese and more. To download the audiobook on your iPhone, select the iPod/iPhone M4b Audiobook link. The Gutenberg Project is the most
famous provider of free e-books of the public domain on the Internet. It also offers audiobook versions of some titles. You won't find the latest book's biggest authors here, but if you're after classics or whimsical obscurity, this is a great resource for really free books for the iPhone. Download books in MP3, M4B, Speex or Ogg Vorbis formats. Scribl (formerly called Podiobooks) offers audiobooks, podcasts
and e-books using what it calls a crowd pricing system. This means that works that are highly valued by users are more expensive, while lower-priced titles are cheaper, with many of them being offered for free. Another good feature of the service is that audiobooks come with an e-book version of the title for free. For writers, Scribl is also a self-publishing platform. That means you'll probably find more up-
and-coming indie authors here than the big names. However, there are tons of titles in many genres, so you'll probably find something interesting. ThoughtAudio is another source of free audiobooks that run on the iPhone. Like other audiobook sites, it's free because it contains public domain texts. You'll find dozens of free MP3s, with longer books often broken up into multiple files. ThoughtAudio offers a
nice bonus, too: PDF text files are readable. Since the works he offered were in the public domain, he could provide those books for free. I know a lot of people who swear by audiobooks. And as you read this article you are probably one of them. Audiobooks are especially loved people, visually impaired people and those who face a long commute to and from work. If you are stuck in a car or on a bus, an
audiobook can be the difference between sanity and boredom. If you're also someone with a hectic lifestyle, listening to audiobooks on the go will help you clean up some of your book pile. Let MakeUseOf be your guide to free audiobooks. We Are We Audible, which is free only for the first 30 days. And free in this case means legally free. So we won't point you to any illegal downloads of the latest horror
series from Stephen King. Excuse me. Are you sitting comfortably? Then we'll start ... Librivox We start with a project I am proud to be personally involved. Librivox consists of an army of volunteers who read and write books that have gone into the public domain (the Gutenberg Audio Project). The site is divided into Read and Listen. Obviously you want to listen (if you also would like to volunteer, in which
case feel free to click Read too). You can use the search box at the top of the page to find something specific by the author or title. When you find something you want, just click the green download button. Some books are read through one person, but many more books are broken and chapters assigned to various volunteers. So don't be puzzled by sudden changes in voices, accents and genders. One
minute you'll have a deep, Orson Heles-type voice reading Chapter One, then you'll get a soft, high voice reading Chapter Two. Loyal Books Next is a loyal book (formerly known as Books Must Be Free). There is actually a small paid section on this site, but most of the content of the site is free. Literature such as Sherlock Holmes, Edgar Allan Poe, and John Buchan's 39 Steps is a staple. Free books are
read by Librivox volunteers, but they are much easier to navigate on this site, as everything is classified. Feel like laughter? Browse the Comedy section. Feel like a dose of Shakespeare? Then mosey along with the Literature section. Other downloads include a link to an iTunes podcast, a live RSS feed, and a built-in media player on the web-streaming page. Open Culture In my opinion, Open Culture has
set the gold standard for compiling huge resources like these. Dan Coleman, owner of Open Culture, has spent a considerable amount of time compiling this huge list of 700 audiobooks (the list is constantly updated). Alphabet and split into sources such as iTunes, Audible, direct MP3 files, files, streaming, and YouTube, this is a fantastic choice of books by some famous - and some not-so-famous -
authors. He even had Neil Gaiman reading his free stuff. Bookmark this page and refer to it often. Unfortunately, no RSS feed will be updated with new additions to the page, which is a shame. Miette's Bedtime Story Podcast One of my warmest memories is of a young boy curled up in bed and reading a bedtime story by my late grandfather. There's something special about drifting to sleep to the sounds of
a book reading to you. If they read Stephen King's The Shining, in which case you'll have some really interesting nightmares. Good night. Miette's Bedtime Story is, as the title suggests, stories for for However, stories are for adults, not children (in one podcast, it begins with a joke that ends with a curse word). They are read by Miette, a lovely sounding lady, and each episode can be streamed from the site,
or uploaded as an MP3 file. According to the iTunes Miette page, it has 100 stories available to listen to, with the last one being washed last year. However, she promised on her website that the next story will be soon. It will take some time to get through the first 100 anyway. Mercury Theater Back in the early 20th century, before television and the Internet existed, radio was the main form of entertainment.
And radio stations then provided a lot of dramas, where the actors stood in front of microphones with scripts in hand and sound effects in the background. Basically it was television without photos and it meant imagination was an absolute necessity. CBS and CBC produced one called Mercury Theatre on air, partly based no other than Orson Welles. The broadcast quickly became infamous with the fake
alien invasion of Welles broadcasting War of the Worlds (which was so authentic that many Americans really thought they were captured by little green men, and panicked properly). But the Mercury Theatre has also done so many other broadcasts, and this site gives you a great list of all the books they cover. Books such as Treasure Island, A Tale of Two Cities, Count of Monte Cristo, and around the
world in 80 days. Since they are from the 1930s, don't expect the sound quality to be fantastic. This would have been a long time before Dolby Surround Sound was invented. ThoughtAudio ThoughtAudio has a good selection of books not actually seen on other sites on this list. Plus they don't take their downloads from Librivox like some other sites do - instead of producing the audiobooks themselves. They
also produce a very good transcript of the book read, so you can follow along. Books can be downloaded as MP3s, or you can stream them from the site. ThoughtAudio is American based, so the book is narrated by Michael Scott, a guy with a great American accent. This will please his American listeners, but not the United States. listeners can be turned off a bit. We recommend the Prussian officer,
Siddhartha, Kubla Khan, Prince and Don quixote. OverDrive Poor Old Public Library has taken quite a beating since the arrival of digital (and illegal) downloads. So libraries had to adapt to time in order to survive. This, whether you like it or not, means they have taken digital downloads. However, not all libraries have received the memo yet, since you know which local libraries offer digital book downloads?
OverDrive is committed to solving this problem. Simply enter the code or name of your city/city to find out where the nearest digital download library is. Then you can download immediately books online (provided you have a library card ready). This is not limited to the United States. It also shows the results UK, although the results are starting to get sparser further into Europe you are exploring. The Internet
Archive Internet Archive has been around since 1996 (so, coming to its 20th anniversary). Its goal is to catalog and archive as much of the Internet as possible, so that when the sites disappear, the Internet Archive will have a copy for posterity. You can see these sites using the famous Wayback machine. But there are other sections on the site where public domain works have been downloaded and stored
- books, audio files, videos, software, console games, one million legal torrents, and even malware. The audiobooks on offer are also Librivox files, but then again they are much better organized here. The category breakdown is so minute-long that you can easily find what you are looking for. Other filters also make it very easy to separate wheat from chaff. Lit2Go No Longer Available Lit2Go is a beautifully
illustrated site with audiobooks read by the site's own narrators. Each chapter of history has its own direct MP3 file, streaming audio player, and PDF file. The page also gives you some more information about the book, such as the year of publication, the number of words, and the Flesch-Kincaid level. This basically shows how difficult the story is to understand (the readability level). The higher the number,
the more complicated it is. You can filter the search results on the site by FK level. Audiobooks of the site can also be found at iTunes University if your child/student is studying on an iOS device. Storynory We end up with a resouce which is 100 percent for kids. You can get classic literature on StoryNory, but there are also easier stories for children such as fairy tales, myths, poems, educational stories,
and stories written by StoryNory itself. I am personally a big fan of Astropup. For all stories, you can download a direct MP3 file, use a built-in streaming player, or feed new stories through the RSS feed or iTunes. Where do you get the audiobooks from? Long commutes and children dominating in the afternoon should not be unproductive. While you're going about to have your daily activities, you can have
an audiobook playing in the background. Or, if your visually impaired elderly relatives are bored, the audiobook can provide a nice pickup. Where do you download (legal) audiobooks from? Please let us know in the comments below. We've listed our selection of available online resources, but feel free to list your own in order to help your fellow readers. Yeelight Chroma Connector Review: Playing Jet RGB
Lighting on a Budget with the recently launched Razer Chroma Connector, you can get an interactive, smart installation of gaming light on the cheap. Related Topics Online Entertainment Audiobook about author Mark O'Neill (415 articles published) More from Mark O'Neill O'Neill
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